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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last four decades, there has been a growing interest in the development 
of the theory of functional complexity. Initially, this focussed on the challenge 
of Hilbert’s 13th problem, which asked if a specific continuous function of three 
real variables could be expressed as a superposition of continuous functions of 
fewer variables [14]. While the roots of this in 1900 could be traced to the wide 
spread interest in France, Germany, and Russia in nomography and the use of 
mechanical linkages to generate specific functions, Hilbert’s original question 
was quickly extended to more general questions dealing with functional represen- 
tation, as seen for example in the early papers of Nina Bary [4]. With the advent 
of the computer, this has taken on new interest, as well as new freedoms and 
restraints; for example, composition can be a faster operation than multi- 
plication. 
Excellent summaries of the work arising from Hilbert’s problem can be found 
in [3, 19, 26, 311 and in the landmark papers of Vitushkin, Arnol’d and 
Kolmogoroff [30, 1, 171. In particular, the former has shown that the number 
n/p is a convenient index for the complexity of the entire class of functions of n 
variables having continuous derivatives of order at least p; by a category argu- 
ment, one may show that there are always functions which cannot be represented 
as a composition of functions of lower complexity. (An excellent account of this 
is found in Lorentz [18].) However, if p = 0 so that only continuity is required, 
the Vitushkin index is no longer useful. The Kohnogoroff result, answering the 
Hilbert question, showed that every continuous function of n variables can be 
expressed in terms of continuous functions of one variable and the single binary 
function f. (Accessible proofs of this can be found in l-19, 251.) 
The purpose of the present paper is to obtain results pointing toward a more 
general approach to complexity problems, illustrating these by several specific 
cases that have been studied in the literature. One direction of study deals with 
the development of representability criteria associated with a specific composition 
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format; for example, given a function F(x, y, z), can one decide if it is repre- 
sentable in the formf(#(x, y), $( y, z)) ? Another direction deals with approximate 
complexity; clearly, a function that can be approximated uniformly with 
arbitrary precision by functions of low complexity should also be consider to be 
of low complexity, in a suitable sense. Thus, one would wish to characterize 
those functions that are uniform limits of functions representable in a specific 
format. 
In Section 2, we examine a typical superposition class that has been also 
studied by others [l]. We first restate the problem in terms of factoring mappings 
through an intermediate space, and show that an important tool is the study of 
dimension decreasing mappings and their level sets. We then use a result on the 
entropy of level sets from [9] to help characterize functions that belong to the 
closure of the superposition class. In the next three sections, we examine the 
class of nomographic functions. These are an important class of functions built 
up from functions of one variable which are central to the Kolomogorov solution 
of Hilbert’s 13th problem. Again, we obtain new results which yield local 
characteristics of this class and its uniform closure. Finally, in Section 6 we 
discuss briefly several other approaches, including one based on partial differen- 
tial equations, and suggest several plausible conjectures. 
2. A FACTORING PROBLEM 
We begin by formulating a general factoring problem, and then observe that 
this can be specialized to obtain one of the standard representability problems 
discussed in the literature. 
Suppose that X, Y and 2 are metric spaces, with X compact, and F is a given 
continuous mapping from X into 2. We ask the question: can F be factored 
through Y? That is, are there continuous maps + and f such that F = f 0 q5 ?
Presented in terms of a diagram, we ask if there exist 4 and f such that the follow- 




The answer to this clearly depends on the nature of the three spaces, and upon 
any additional restrictions imposed on the mappings 4 and f. For example, if X 
is simpler than Y, (meaning that X can be embedded homeomorphically in Y) 
any continuous F can be factored through Y if 4 and f are required merely to be 
continuous, for one may take 4 as a homeomorphism, and choosef as an exten- 
sion of F 0 +-I. 
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To see the connection of this with functional complexity problems, let us 
examine a special case. Let 0 be an open region in Ra and let S=(O) be the class 
of real valued functions F that are defined on 0 and have there a representation 
of the form 
Rx, Y, 4 = fW, rh 4 (2) 
where f and $ are functions of class CP on appropriate open sets of R2. We are 
thus studying a class of functions of three variables representable as a specific 
composition of functions of two variables. (See [23].) 
Historically, an important step in the solution of Hilbert’s 13th problem was 
the discovery by Arnol’d that every continuous function F lies in the convex 
hull of the set S0 [I]. 
The connection between the problem posed in (2) and the factoring problem 
(1) is easily made. Let I = [0, l] and suppose that Is C 0. Let 2 = C[I], the 
space of continuous real functions on I. Then, with X = I2 and Y = R, any 
function F on I3 to R can be regarded as a function on X to 2, and the representa- 
tion (2) becomes the factoring F = f 0 + where # maps X into Y and f maps Y 
into 2. The differentiability restrictions on f and (b in (2) are reflected in cor- 
responding restrictions on these mappings. 
Returning to the diagram (I), it is immediately evident that the factoring 
problem has little interest if 4 is not required to be continuous, for if the cardinal 
number X is not more than that of Y, any l-to-l mapping + supplies a solution. 
Continuity of the mapping f is not so critical, and many of our results make no 
requirement on the nature off. To indicate this, we use SW(o) to denote the class 
of mappings F given in (2) where $ is continuous but f unrestricted. 
It is easily seen that if the functions f and 9 are both required to be quite 
smooth, then the class of functions F represented by (2) must comprise a very 
thin subset of the space of continuous functions, or of the space of smooth 
functions. The proof of the following is routine. 
THEOREM 1. If F E F2(0), then F must satisfy in 0 the differential equation 
FaFw - F$zz = 0 (3) 
ConoerseZy, ifF obeys (3) in 9, then F is locally of the format (2) in the set 0 - A, 
where A is the set wliere Fgv = 0. 
An immediate corollary of this is useful when one is discussing the much 
larger class So . 
COROLLARY. Any function F in the class FO(0) can be uniformly approximated 
on compact sets in 0 by functions in Cm which satisfy the diflerential equation (3). 
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If the criterion given in Theorem 1 is applied to a test function such as 
F(x, y, Z) = xy + yz + xz, it is clear that it does not belong to F2 on any open 
set; however, this does not rule out the possibility that it might belong to $w , or 
9s , or even F1 . It is possible to modify the criterion in (3) to provide a charac- 
terization of the class $I . Observe first that if we introduce the planar mapping 
T: (x, y) -+ (u, o), where u = F(x, y, c), 7.1 = F,(x, y, c) and c is any point with 
0 < c < 1, then equation (3) is the same as the assertion that T has vanishing 
Jacobian. Motivated by this, one is let to consider the related mapping T,: 
(x, y) -+ (II, V) where u = F(x, y, c,), ZI = F(x, y, ca) and ci are chosen in I = 
[O, 11. 
THEOREM 2. If F E gE;(O) where 0 contains P, then the mapping T1 has vanish- 
ing Jacobian for every choice of ci . Conversely, if this holds, then F is locally repre- 
sentable in the format (2) in the set I3 - A. 
For the proof of the converse, let (x0 , yO, z,,) be a point where F,F, + 0. 
The hypothesis on T, implies that there is a function /?(x, y), defined and non- 
zero on a neighborhood ofp, = (x0 , y,,) such that F,(x, y, z) - /3(x, y) F,(x, y, z) 
= 0 for all z near z0 and all (x, y) near p,, . Choose + as a solution near p, of the 
equation & - /3$, = 0. Then, one finds that there must exist a function j such 
that F(x, y, z) = j(+(x, y), z) for z near z,, and (x, y) near p, . 
This criterion is sufficient to show at once that the test function my A- XX is 
not locally in the class s1 , but is not yet enough to show that it is not in &, . 
(It is tempting to hope that a result such as Theorem 2 can be proved which uses 
only weak derivatives, and which would therefore yield a total characterization 
for the class PO. This is also suggested by the corollary to Theorem 1, since 
one would expect uniform limits of solutions of (3) to be quite special.) 
Instead of pursueing this, we return to the more abstract factoring version 
of the problem, and seek other criteria. In the specific instance under considera- 
tion, diagram (1) takes the form 
\1 f (4) F 
z 
where I = [0, 11, 2 = C[1], and n = 2. Since P is topologically more complex 
than R, no continuous map 4: In -+ R can be l-to-l. We shall say that a set S 
is a leoel set for a map + if the image of S is a single point. Two level sets are 
calIed distinct if 4 is not constant on their union, 
LEMMA 1. Let 4 be any continuous mapping from In into R, with n 2 2. Then, 
4 has a level set of dimension at least n - I, and given any point p,, interior to I” 
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either $ is locally constant at p,, or every neighborhood of p, contains a non-countable 
collection of distinct non-countable level sets. 
This is a simple deduction from a standard theorem on dimension-lowering 
mappings, and the arcwise connectedness of In. (See [15,20].) 
Returning to diagram (4), it is evident that if the diagram commutes, any 
level set for (b must be a level set for F, regardless of the topological nature of 2, 
or the continuity or lack of continuity off. This yields the following simple 
criterion, which is a weak generalization of Theorem 2, applying to the larger 
classes Tw and 3$ . 
THEOREM 3. A function F from In to 2, with n > 2, can be written as F = 
f 0 4, where q4 is a continuous real valued function on In, only if F is locally singular 
on I”, meaning that in any neighborhood of an interior point of In, F is either constant, 
or has an injkite collection of distinct injinite level sets. 
This result is now sufficient to dispose of test functions such as xy + yz + zx 
or x2y + y2.s + a2x, showing immediately that neither belongs to the class F’ 
on any open set in R3; for, regarded as a map from Is into C[I], F is seen to be 
not locally singular since in neither case does F have infinite level sets. 
IIowever, this does not rule out the possibility that one of these test functions 
could belong to the uniform closure of .3?$ or so; note for example that f%(t) = 
t + n-W3 sin(t-l) is locally singular at t = 0, but converges uniformly to 
f(t) = t. 
Thus, to discuss approximate complexity and the nature of the uniform 
closure of 3w or F0 , we need a better result than Lemma 1, giving quantitative 
properties of dimension reducing maps that are independent of the individual 
mappings. We have called such results dispersion mapping theorems, since their 
nature is to assert that any continuous map 4 from a specific space X into another 
specific space Y must have a level set that achieves a certain minimal uniform 
dispersion in X, independent of the choice of +. We have been able to obtain 
such theorems using a measure of the dispersion or size of a subset of X related 
to the familiar concept of metric entropy or capacity ([18] [7]). If SC X, and 
6 > 0, then n(S, 6) is the maximum number of points xi E S that can be chosen 
to be mutually seprated by S, so that ) xi - xj j >, S for all i # j. The rate of 
growth of n(S, 6) as 6 1 0 is a measure of the size of S. For example, if S is a 
k-cube in In of side L, then n(S, 6) N (L/8)k. S ince the development of dispersion 
theorems is independent of the present discussion of functional complexity, we 
cite only the results needed, and refer to [9] for further details. 
LEMMA 2. Let X = In, and let + be any real valued continuous function de$ned 
on X. If n = 2 and 6 < +, (b has a level set E such that n(E, 8) > l/S, and if 
n > 3 and 6 < l/16, q5 has a level set E with n(E, 6) > 8?12/2+‘. 
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To apply this to the study of approximate complexity, we return to diagram 
(4), and observe that as before, a level set for (b will also be a level set for the 
mapping F. Moreover, the dispersion property of this level set given in Lemma 2 
will be independent of the choice of 4, and so will lead to a related property of 
some level set of the uniform limit of mappings F, as in the following result. 
THEOREM 4. If G is a mapping from In into Z that can be approximated 
uniformly on In by mappings F of the form f 0 4 where + is a continuous map of In 
into R and f a functim from R to Z, then G must have level sets of arbitrarily large 
(Jinite) size. 
Proof. Given E < 0, suppose that there exists F E 9W(Ilz) with Ii F - G ;; < E. 
Write F = f 0 4, and choose a level set E for + with N points pi , and ] pi - pj j 
>, 6. (By Lemma 2, N can be chosen arbitrarily large by decreasing 6.) Since E 
is also a level set for F, it follows that E is an approximate level set for G, in that 
for any i and j, 
I G(P,) - G(p,)l = I G(pi) - F(fi) + F(A) - G(p,)j < 2~. 
As E decreases, the cluster of points p, ,..., p, in the compact set I”, mutually 
separated by 6, must have as limit points a cluster of points p:, PC,..., pX which 
are also separated by S, and for which G(p$) - G(pT) = 0. Thus, the mapping 
G must have a level set conisting of at least N points. 
This result, applied to either of the test functions used earlier, is sufficient to 
show that neither of them is expressible as the uniform limit of functions of the 
form f(+(~, y), .z) on any open set in R*, since again we note that, regarded as 
mappings from R2 into C[R], neither has level sets with more than three points. 
In [9], this same line of argument is used to obtain explicit estimates for 
inf, // G - F/j , where F E Xw , thereby obtaining a lower bound on the distance 
between specific functions G and the entire class flw . 
We record several conjectures that are suggested by the results given above, 
and the nature of the set of real zeros of a polynomial in n variables. 
CONJUCTURE A. If F(x, y, z) is a polynomial that can be represented on an open 
set in the form (2) with 4 continuous, then F must be a solution of the difiential 
equation (3). More generally, if a polynomial G is the limit, uniformly on the 
closure of an open set, of such functions (2), then G satisfies (3). 
3. THE CLASS OF NOMOGRAPHIC FUNCTIONS 
As a second illustration of this approach to complexity and functional repre- 
sentation problems, let us consider a classical question; given a function F(s, y), 
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can F be represented as a simple three-scale nomogram [12] ? Specifically, are 
there three functions of one variable each such that 
F(x, Y> = f(C(4 + 4(r)> ? (5) 
As explained earlier, such questions-together with the strong interest in 
nomography promoted by d’Ocagne and later Frechet, (see [21]) gave rise to the 
original formulation of Hilbert’s 13th problem, and indeed to solution of this 
by Amol’d and Kolmogoroff. 
We again use gP to denote the class of functions with the format (5) and 
having component functions of class C p. Thus, 9s will be those representable 
with continuous f, $, #, and 9w those for which 4 and ZJ are continuous but f 
unrestricted. When all functions are sufficiently smooth, the class flP is a very 
thin subset of the space of all continuous functions. 
THEOREM 5. If F E SC,(O) then in 0, F satisjes the equation 
Convemely, any C3 solution of (6) in 0 must be of the form (5) locally in 0 - A, 
whme A is the set where Fzg = 0. 
The proof is routine. For the converse, observe that if (6) holds, then H, = 0 
where H = (F,F,, - F$,,,)/Fzv . Set H = y(x) and choose I$ so that f/$’ = y 
and then verify that (a/&) {F,+‘(x)/Fs} = 0. We can then choose $4, y) SO that 
NY) F, - 4’64 Fv = 0, and +/I/J’ # 0 in U - A. Set u = d(x) + #(y) and 
v = VW - Ib(Y), and define G by G(u, v) = F(x, y), locally. Since G, = 0, 
F(x, y) = G(u, -) = f(u) = f($(x) + #( y)), as required. 
COROLLARY. Any function in S0 can be approximated, uniformly on small 
compact sets, by functions that satisfy the differential equation (6). 
As before, Theorem 5 says little about the size of the classes P9 for p = 0, 1 
or 2, or the weak class Sz; . As with the format studied in the preceding section, 
it is plausible to conjecture that if a function in the class %w is sufficiently smooth 
itself, then it must be obtainable as a superposition of smooth functions and must 
therefore satisfy equation (6). However, this conjecture remains unconfirmed. 
It is again helpful to recast this complexity problem as a factoring situation. 
Given a function F defined on the 2-cell Is, we ask if there exist functions h and f 
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Here,f is unrestricted, and h must belong to the class Z of continuous functions 
of the special form h(x, y) = d(x) + #(y). 
Without the restriction that h is continuous, this problem has a trivial answer; 
every function F is nomographic. 
THEOREM 6. Any function F on the n-cell In can be written as F(x) = f(h(x)) 
where 
h(x1 , x2 ,..‘> xn) = $(x1) + 2$(x,) + ... + 2n-1+(%J, 
where q5 is an increasing function on I to I. 
The key is to choose 4 so that the function h becomes a l-to-l mapping from 
In into I. The general procedure can be seen from the special case n = 3. If 
0 < t < 1, write t in binary as t = 27 tj2-j, and define $ by C(t) = x:,” t&j. 
Thus the binary digits of t are read in octal. The fact that the mapping h is then 
l-to-l map from Is into I is merely a consequence of the fact that each octal 
digit is uniquely a sum of 0 or 1,O or 2, and 0 or 4. (Another related construction 
for h can be found in [28].) 
We turn now to the class 4t0 and seek properties that must be shared by all 
functions F that belong to s0 on some open set. Our first onservation is again that 
any set E that is a level set for h must be also a level set for f 0 h; this is seen at 
once from diagram (7). Our first result is a converse for this. 
THEOREM 7. Let F = f 0 h on I2 with h continuous. Let E be a maximal level 
set for F, and E, a connected subset of E that contains no interior point of E. Then, 
E, is a level set for h. 
Proof. Let h(E,) = (J C R. If u is a single point, E, is clearly a level set for h. 
Suppose instead that u is an interval. Since F is constant on E,, , f(t) = c for all 
t E u. Choose p, E E, so that h(p,) is interior to u, and then a neighborhood JV 
about pO in 12 so that h(N) C 0. Clearly, F(p) = c for all p E .N, and PO would 
then have been an interior point of E. 
We remark that if is continuous, another choice for E is any component of the 
boundary in I2 of the set of points p where F(p) > c. 
A simple illustration of this may be helpful. Suppose that F is a member of 
FU and is not constant on any open set in 12, but is constant on a vertical segment 
01. By virtue of Theorem 7, if F = f o h, then h must also be constant on 01. 
However, if h(x, y) = 4(x) + Z+(Y), then # must be constant on an interval J 
contained in the Y-projection of 01, and h in turn must be constant on every 
vertical segment in I2 parallel to J. Carrying this over to F yields the following: 
COROLLARY. If F E %,,(I”) and ifF is not constant on any open set, but is con- 
stant on a vertical segment OL, then F must be constant on vertical segments parallel to 
a sub-interval of 01. 
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We can use this elementary result to display some of the anomalies of the class 
of nomographic functions. For example, the functions F,(x, y) = (x2 + I/n) ey 
belong to sa(R2) for any n since they have the form exp(log(x2 + 1 /n) + y), and 
converge uniformly on compact sets to the function F(x, y) = x2@, but 
this function does not belong to 9w on any open set that contains a point of the Y 
axis. (A similar observation was made by Arnol’d in [2], who observed that 
F(x, y) = xy does not belong to s0 on the closed square 12, because of its 
behavior on the boundary, but is nomographically representable in its interior. 
(See also [29]). 
In the same paper, Arnol’d proved a result similar to Theorem 7, and used it 
to exhibit a polynomial F that was not representable in the class go on a specific 
open set. In this paper, he exploited another characteristic property of certain 
level sets for functions h of the form b(x) + #(y). The preceding discussion 
makes it possible to present Arnold’s result in a simplified form. First we record a 
useful characteristic property of the functions h in the class 2, continuous on 
the square 12. Let p, , p, , p, and p, be the successive vertices of a rectangle 
contained in 12, and let L be the functional on C[12] which is the alternating sum 
of point measures at these points. Then, L is a continuous linear functional 
that annihilates the subspace ti; if h E 9’ then L(h) = h(p,) - h(p2) + h(p,) - 
h(p,) = 0. Conversely, the subspace &’ is characterized as those functions in 
C[12] that are annihilated by all such functionals. (This property of &’ has been 
used in a variety of studies of this class; for example, see Diliberto and Straus 
[lo], Buck [5, 61, Ofman [22], and Doss [ll]. In particular, this property is 
readily extended to functionals supported on any chain of 2n points pi forming 
the vertices of a closed polygon in I2 whose edges are successively vertical and 
horizontal.) The four-point property can be restated in terms of level sets for 
functions h E .JP. 
LEMMA 3. If E is a leerel set for a function h E JP, and E contains any three 
of the points (ai , b,), i, j = 1,2, then E must contain the fourth point. 
Combining this with Theorem 7, one obtains at once: 
THEOREM 8. If F E SW(P) and E is a maximal level set for F, and E,, is a 
connected subset of E containing no interior point of E, but containing three of the 
four points (ai , bj) for i, j = 1,2 then E, must contain the fourth point. 
Arnold’s test function was F(x, y) = x2 + xy + y2, examined on the square 
/ x j < 2, ( y ) < 2. Its level sets are tilted ellipses that fail the four-point 
rectangle test described in Lemma 3 and Theorem 8. Thus, one may conclude 
that this function cannot be represented in nomographic form on the square [2]. 
We note that since the level lines of F cluster at (0, 0), the same argument can 
be made in any neighborhood of the origin, thus showing that F is not locally 
nomographic at this point. However, since the four-point property is nowhere 
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else a local property (since there is no other cluster point for level sets) the 
method used by Arnol’d does not answer the question of local representability 
at any other point, nor does it suffice to discuss approximation by nomographic 
functions. 
A SIX-POINT PROPERTY 
Return to the class of functionals that annihilate 2, and consider one that is 
an alternating sum of six point measures. Suppose that p, , p, ,..., p, are located 
as indicated in Figure 1, vertices of a closed polygon with edges alternatingly 
vertical and horizontal. Then, for any h E &‘, c: (- l)j+l h(pj) = 0. We observe 
that if h(p,) = I@,) and h(p,) = I@,), th en it must follow that h(p,) = h(p5). 
This means that two pairs of points on distinct level sets for a function h in Z 
yield immediately a third pair lying on a 1eveI set. We have illustrated this 
construction in Figure 2. Given a specific function h E 8 and two points Pl and 
P, , with h(P,) # h(P,), let 01 and /3 be level sets containing these. Construct 
the dotted lines shown, which then determine points P3 , Q1 , Qz , and Qa . We 
may then conclude that h(P,) = h(Q,). The applicability of this six-point 
construction depends on having suitably simple level surfaces, which can be 
achieved by placing suitable restrictions on h. 
THEOREM 9. Let h(x, y) = +(x) + 4(y) on the rectangle I x J, and suppose 
that + and $ are continuous and strictly increasing on the intervals I and J, res- 
pectively. Then, the six-point construction can be applied locally everywhere interior 




to I x J. If p, z’s interior to I x J, then there is a 6 > 0 such that the 
construction can be applied to any pair PI = (a, b), Pz = (L, d) euith j Pi - p0 ( < 6 
and a < c, b c d. 
PYOO~. Let p, = (x,, , yc,), choose a neighborhood I, x J,, about p,, , and 
s > 0 such that J 4(x) - &,)l > s and ) 3(y) - $(ya)l > s when x is either 
endpoint of I, and y is either endpoint of Jo. Then, choose 6 so that 
I 4(x) - 4@ll)l -==l s/3 and I $(Y> - (b(rdl < s/3 whenever I@, Y) - pa I < 6. 
If PI and Pz are chosen as above, then 0 <4(c) - +(a) < 2.r/3 < s and there 
exists a unique y1 E J,, so that 
4(b) - Ilr(yJ = d(c) - 4(a)- 
Likewise, since 0 < g(d) - #(b) < 2~13 < s, there is a unique x1 E I, such that 
Set Pa = (a, d), QI = (c, yJ, Q2 = (x1 , 6) and Qs = (x1 , yJ and observe that 
all lie in I,, x J,, , that h(P,) = h(Q1), h(P,) = k(Q& and hence k(P,) = k(QS) 
and the six-point construction is valid. (We note that a similar result holds if C$ 
is increasing and $ decreasing.) 
In order to be able to apply this to the class SC, of weakly nomographic func- 
tions, we need a restriction that will imply that the component functions 4 and 1+5 
of a nomographic function are monotonic. 
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LEMMA 4. Let F E 9&S) h w ere S = I x J, and let (a, b) be an interior point 
of S such that 
if .QEI and F(x, , b) = F(x, , b) then x1 = x2 , 
if YiE J and F(a, ~1) = F(a, YZ) then 
(8) 
Yl = Yz . 
Then, F can be written as f (d(x) + 9(y)) where + and # are continuous and strictly 
monotonic on I and J, respectivezy, and +(a) = 4(b) = 0. If I = J, and F(y, x) = 
F(x, y), then we can take 4 = 4, with both increasing. 
Proof. Xote that we do not need to assume f continuous. From (8) it follows 
at once that if +(x1) = +(xs) then x1 = xs , and + is monotonic, since it is con- 
tinuous. A similar argument applies to 4. If we now set (b,,(x) = 4(z) - +(a), 
A(Y) = JIbI - W4, ad fdt) = f (t + +(4 + W#, then F = f. 0 ho where 
44x, Y) = 444 + A(Y)- SUPP ose now that I = J and F is symmetric. Then, it 
cannot happen that 4 is increasing and II, decreasing, for choose u and v with 
u < a < z’ and 4(v) = 4(u), and observe that we would then have F(a, u) -= 
F(v, a) = F(a, v), which contradicts (8). We may therefore assume that both + 
and # are increasing. If they are not identical, suppose there is an s > a with 
4(s) < $(s). Then, there must exist s,, , u < ss < s with 4(s) = Z&S,,), and thus 
F(a, s,,) = F(s, a) = F(a, S) which again contradicts (8). 
By combining this elementary Lemma with Theorem 9, we obtain a partial 
characterization of the class 3, , first when F is general and then when F is 
symmetric. 
THEOREM 10. Let FE SW(S) h w ere S = I x J, and suppose that F obeys the 
the univalence conditions (8). 
Then, if (a, b) and (c, d) lie interior to S and are su#iciently close together, then 
there must exist x near a and y near b such that 
F(a, 4 = FCC> Y), F(c, 4 = F(x, 4, F(a, d) = F(x, Y) (9) 
This is obtained by applying the six-point construction to infer corresponding 
properties of h, and the to carry these back to F = f 0 h. 
It is also easy to obtain a similar characterization theorem for symmetric 
functions F. 
THEOREM 11. Let FE gW(12), with F(x, y) = F( y, x), und suppose that F 
obeys the univalence conditions (8). Then, if a and b lie in I with a < b, then there 
exist values xi , a = x0 < x1 < x2 < ... < x, = b, with m 3 3, such that the 
following m(m - 1)/2 equations hold 
F(x, 9 xi+11 = F(xi , xj+A (10) 
whereO<i<j<m- 1. 
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Proof. We may assume that F(x, y) = f (9(x) + #(y)) where 4 and 4 are 
strictly increasing on I. Let 6 = (4(b) - +(u)>/m and then choose xi so that 
+(x~+~) - $(xJ = S. With h(x, y) = $(x) + C(y), it follows that h(xi+r , xj) = 
h(xi , xj+r), and therefore (10) follows. 
Equations (9), and even more so, equations (lo), impose severe restrictions 
upon a function F, and thus a criterion for exluding F from membership in Fw , 
even locally. To illustrate this, consider the test function F(x, y) = x2 + xy + yz 
considered in [2]. Suppose that F is representable in weak nomographic form on 
some open set in the first quadrant. We observe that F obeys the univalence 
property (8), since FE and Fv are each positive. Applying Theorem 10, we con- 
clude that for some a > 0 b > 0, and for arbitrarily small 6 > 0, there must 
exist c and d with a < c < a + S, b < d < b + S, such that the system 
c2 + cy + y2 = a2 + ab + b2, 
x2 + bx + b2 = c2 + cd + d2, 
x2 + xy + y2 = a2 + ad + d2 
(11) 
has a solution (x, y). However, if the first two are subtracted from the last, one 
fir&(x-c)(y-b)=-$3 h w ere 01 = c - a, /3 = d - b, both positive. Set 
x = c + a& and y = b - p/X, eliminate y and a from the first equation in (11) 
and x and d from the second, and arrive at the equation 
(/I2 - cry (A + 1) = 0. 
Examining the several possible cases, one is led to the possibilities b = c, 
b = -c, or x = a, y = d, none of which are acceptable. Thus, equations (11) 
are inconsistent, and F is not representable in 9, in any neighborhood of any 
point in the first quadrant. 
In the next section, we use this approach to discuss approximate representa- 
bility; its success is surprising since functions in .X and functions not in X may 
have, locally, very similar level sets. 
5. THE UNIFORM CLOSURE OF SW 
Our objective is to discover properties of the nomographic functions that must 
be inherited by functions G that can be approximated by them, uniformly on 
compact sets. For convenience, we place some restrictions on G. Let I = [a, b], 
J = [c, d] and S = I x J. Let G b e a continuous real valued function on S 
which is separately monotonic, in the sense described by (8). We also assume 
that there is a constant M such that if p, = (xi , yJ is in S with x1 < x2 , yr < ya 
and / G(p,) - G&,)1 < 6, then ( p, - p, 1 < M6. We note that both of these 
conditions hold if G is of class C’ with G, > 0, Gy > 0 on S. 
It will also be useful to introduce a term for a special class of mappings. 
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DEFINITION. A mapping g: A -+ B is quasi-univalent with gap A if g(pl) = 
g(P2> implies I pl - p2 I < A. 
We note that a real valued function that is quasi-univalent on an interval is 
quasi-monotonic there. Specifically, if g(s) < g(h) and g is quasi-univalent on 
[% , a21 with gap A, then gh) < g(x,) f or any xi in the interval with x2 - xi ‘> 
A. In particular, g(q) <g(x) < g(a,) f oreveryxwitha,+A<x<a,-A. 
(We will use this property several times in the discussion to follow.) The 
relevance of this concept is the observation that any function F that is close to G 
be quasi-univalent. 
THEOREM 12. Let G be of class C’ on S = I x J, and suppose that G, and G,, 
are each bounded from below by o > 0 on S. Let L be the length of the shorter side of 
S, and let (u, v) be any point in S within L/3 of the centroid of S. Let G lie in the 
uniform closure of SW(S). Then, for any 6 < (La)/12, one of the following state- 
ments must hold: 
(i) there exist y1 and y2 , in J such that 
I G(a, YI) - G(u, 4 < E, 
I G(a, y2) - G(b, 41 -=c G
I G(b, Y,) - G(u,~,)l -=c 6; 
(13) 
(ii) there exist x1 and x2 in I such that 
I G(x, , 4 - @a, $1 < E, 
I G(x, , 4 - G(a, d)l -c E, 
I G(x, , 4 - G(x, , v)l < 6. 
(14) 
Proof. Choose F in Fw(S) with /I G -F // < 42. We may take F so that 
F(r, y) = f(h(x, y)) where h(x, Y) = #J(X) + $(Y) and+(a) = W = 0, cb(b) B 0. 
We first show that + and # are quasi-monotonic with gap (26)/u. Let x1 and x2 
belong to I with $(x1) =4(x2) and put pi = (xi, c). Then, h(p,) = h@,) and 
F(p,) = F(pz), and therefore 
I ‘3~11 - G(p,)l < I G(P,) - F(P,)/ + I ‘3~4 - F(P,)I < c. 
The lower bounds on G, and G, show that G has the property mentioned at the 
beginning of this section, with M = 2/a, and we obtain I p, - p, 1 < (26)/u, 
and hence I xi - xa 1 < A with A = (2~)/a. A similar argument works for 4. 
We next show that the numbers B = 4(b) and D = #(d) are each positive. We 
examine the values of h on the boundary of the rectangle S. By choice h(a, c) = 0, 
and h(a, d) = D, h(b, c) = B, and B > 0. Since (a, c) is the lower left corner 
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of S, and 4 and 4 are each quasi-monotonic with gap A, and each edge of S 
has length greater than 64, h cannot take the value 0 anywhere on the top or 
right hand edge of S. Clearly then, B > 0. If D < 0, then since these edges 
connect a negative value of h with a positive value of h, this too cannot happen; 
accordingly, D > 0. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 12, we show that the six-point construction 
can be applied to h, in the rectangle S. 
LEMMA 5. For any choice of a point (u, v), as specified, the following hoti: 
(i) If B < D then there exist y1 and yz in J such that 
&, ~1) = k 4, h(a, yz) = W, 4, hth YI) = h(u, ~2). (15) 
(ii) If B > D the-n there exist x1 and x2 in I such that 
h@l> c) = h(a, v), 4x2 , 4 = h(a, 4, 4x1,4 = &p, , v)- (16) 
Proof. We prove only (i). Suppose B < D. Since D = #(d), choose ya so 
that #(~a) = B. Since u is close to the midpoint of the interval I, and #J is quasi- 
monotonic on I, and a + A < u < JJ - A, it follows that 
0 =$(a) < d(u) < $(b) = B < D. 
Thus, we can choose yr so that (li( yI) = b(u). Then, one may verify the relations 
(15). We remark that the six points involved in (15) form the configuration 
displyed in Figure 2. 
Since h must obey either (15) or (16), so must F. Using the fact that 
I G(P) - F(P)1 -=L 42 f or any p, we immediately obtain the alternate functional 
inequalities (13) and (14), thereby proving Theorem 12. 
That this result can be used effectively can be illustrated by a familiar example. 
Let S be the square [I, 21 x [0, 11, and G(x, y) = xa + xy + ya. Take (u, v) = 
(1.5,0.5). Then, if G were to belong to the uniform closure of P,(S), one of the 
following system of inequalities would have to have a solution for every c: < l/12: 
I y1 + ~2 - 1.25 I < <, 
lY2 +Y22 - 3 I <Es (0 <Yi < 1) (17) 
I(4 + 2~1 +yl') - (2.25 + 1.5~2 +yz2)l < 6, 
or 
1x,2- 1.75) GE, 
) xz2 - 3 1 < E, (1 <Xi < 21 (18) 
[(Xl2 + Xl + 1) - (Xe2 + 0.5X2 + 0.i5)l < l . 
However, neither has solutions for small E, and we may conclude that x2 + 
xy + y2 cannot be approximated uniformly on S by functions in the weak 
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nomographic class SW. (A similar examination shows that this function is 
nowhere locally approximable by functions in & at any point in the open first 
quadrant.) 
We end this section by observing that the same method permits one to obtain a 
specific lower bound for the distance in the uniform norm from such a function 
G to the entire class rrw(S). For example, with G(x, y) = x2 + xy + y2, consider 
the function 
=i~,~-l.75~+~~~~-3~++ xl2 + x1 $- 1 - xs2 - 0.5x, - 0.25 j. 
Since K(x, y) is never zero on S, it has a positive minimum, y. However, the 
argument used in Theorem 12 shows that if there is a function FE SW(S) with 
// G - F /I < e/2, then alternative (18) would require a point (x1 , ~a) at which K 
is less than 36, implying that (F is larger than y/3. (We do not need to consider (17) 
since the corresponding y is large.) Since y is about 0.04, the distance from G to 
SF, is not less than 0.01. 
When G is symmetric and I = J, an approach similar to that of Theorem 11 
can be used, leading to the following result. 
THEOREM 13. Let G be of class C’ on S = [a, b12, and symmetric. Suppose also 
that G, is bounded from below on S by u > 0. Then, for any 6 > 0 and any suf- 
Jiciently small 6, and any integer m > 3, there must exist points xi and y, in [a, b] 
such that a = x0 = y0 , xi < xI+r , yj < yjtl , x, > b - 6, yn > b - 6, and 
I ‘Txi 7 Y~+I) - G(Y, 9 xi+,)1 -c E 
for all i and j = 0, I,..., m. 
All of these results have immediate analogues for the class of functions of n 
variables of the form 
F(x, , ~2 >..., x,) =f(h(x, > x2 ,..., xn)) = (fo h) (4 
6. OTHER CLASSES AND OTHER METHODS 
The results discussed in the preceding sections used techniques that seem 
ad hoc. There are certain common tools which may eventually lead to a more 
general theory: (i) the analysis of level sets, and the use of functional equations 
and inequalities, (ii) the use of characteristic automorphisms, and (iii) the use 
of characteristic differential equations. 
409/70/r-=' 
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Of these, the first has been amply illustrated. To illustrate the second, consider 
again the class % of nomographic functions of the form+, y) = f($(x) + 4(y)). 
Then, we observe that F is carried into itself under the following mappings: 
F+G, where % Y) = gV-% Y)), 
F-G, where G(x, Y) = F(Y, 4, 
F+G, where G(x, Y> = %dx), 9 
for any choice of g(t). 
If, in addition, we specify that %r contain F(x, y) = x + y, then the desired 
class has been characterized. However, it is not as yet evident that this can be 
used to determine the sparsity of 9 in C[S], or to characterize the closure of St, 
or to test an individual function F for membership in .F or in e or to determine 
the distance from F to 3, or the best approximate from 9. 
The third approach deserves more discussion. As has been illustrated in earlier 
sections, for any specific format it is generally possible to identify one or more 
partial differential equations which must be satisfied by any function with that 
format whose component functions are sufficiently smooth. The basic reason 
for this is combinatorial. (See [24].) The following result is elementary. 
LEMMA 6. If F is a Cm function of N variables, then in general F has (“+,“-‘) 
partial derivatives of order k and B(N, m) = (“hm) - 1 partial derivatives of 
order k, 1 < k < m, that are essentially di@wnt. 
Suppose for example that we wish to study the superposition class F deter- 
mined by the format 
F(x, Y, 4 =f (d(x, rh #(Y, 4). (19) 
If this is differentiated m times, the result is B(3, m) equations, each involving 
derivatives off, 4 and # of order at most m. However, since these functions 
involve only two variables, the number of essentially different functions that will 
arise from them is at most 3B(2, m). Note that B(3, 6) = 83 > 3B(2,6) = 81. 
Thus, if (19) is differentiated six times, one ought to be able to eliminate the 81 
different derivatives off, 4, and # from the 83 equations, and thus obtain a 
single identity involving all or some of the 83 sixth order derivatives of F. More 
generally, if the format expresses a function F of N variables as a superposition 
of r functions of less than N variables, one may choose m sufficiently large so that 
B(N, m) > rB(N - 1, m), and thus in theory arrive at one or more characteristic 
differential equations for the defined class of functions. 
This approach is not designed to yield the simplest differential relation for the 
given format; however, one should not expect to do much better; for (19), the 
best equation is fourth order. 
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LEMMA 7. Any function F of the form (19), with f, #I, # in C”, must satisf~~ a 
4th order nonlinear partial differential equation with 55 distinct terms. 
(Since there is little reason to give the equation here, or include the derivation, 
both will be supplied on request to any reader who has that much curiosity.) 
The fact that such differential identities are automatically associated with a 
specific superposition format is heuristically satisfying, but mathematically 
unenlightening. They are immediately useful in showing that a specific function 
is not representable as a very smooth superposition; however, for example, the 
equation of Lemma 7 does not help to decide if zy + yz + zx can be written in 
the form (19) with f, 4, and 4 merely continuous. (A proof that this cannot 
be done with f, (b, II, of class C’ will appear elsewhere.) 
Perhaps one can combine the differential equation approach with the func- 
tional automorphism approach, to show that any uniform limit of CT solutions 
of the differential equation must be weak solutions of some appropriate weak 
version of the equation. If so, one might hope to confirm the following conjec- 
tures: 
B. For an appropriate class of superposition formats, any Co5 function that is a 
superposition of continuous functions is a solution of the characteristic partial dsf- 
ferential equations, and is therefore representable as a superposition of Ccc functions. 
C. The distance, in the uniform norm, from a C” function G to a specific 
superposition class S can be calculated by applying the characteristic differential 
operators to G. 
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